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With the growing intensity of cooperation, the partners in the manufacturing supply chain (SC) raise stricter requirements for
information sharing (IS) within the SC, which has been an effective capability to improve the performance of manufacturing SC.
To reveal the influence of IS on SC performance, this paper firstly carries out a theoretical analysis on the influencing factors of IS,
SC integration and SC performance, and builds a theoretical model of the IS’s impacting on SC performance. Next, valid index
data were obtained by investigating typical manufacturing enterprises in Yangtze River Delta region of China. )en, according to
the dynamics system flow of IS influence on SC performance, the proposed theoretical model would be modeled from system
dynamics and simulated by Vensim PLE software. )e results show that IS among manufacturing SC nodes enhances the SC
performance via SC integration; when SC integration is suitable for IS, SC performance will be improved as long as the IS amount
is greater than zero; however, excessive IS would reduce the quality and weaken the amount of IS; overall, the degree of IS and SC
integration are the key to better SC performance.)is implies that how to improve IS among SC partners is a very important thing
in manufacturing SC management. And, it also enlightens that enterprise managers should pay attention to establish a high-level
trust relationship with SC partners, achieve high-quality IS with a wider range, and then promote the SC systemmore integrated to
improve its operational performance.

1. Introduction

With the advancement of information technology (IT),
network communication, and manufacturing technology,
integration and competition are two defining trends of the
global market. )e fierce competition transforms the seller
market into a buyer market and promotes the diversification
of user needs. In response, manufacturers are updating their
products faster and reducing the production cycles.

As consumers pursue better product/service quality,
enterprises now have a smaller space for surviving on their
own advantages. To cope with severe challenges, it is in-
evitable for enterprises to start strategic cooperation and
complement each other’s advantages. As a result, the supply
chain (SC) based on diverse cooperation relations becomes
an effective mode of manufacturing management.)e rise of

SC management mode can help enterprises strengthen in-
formation communication with the nodes in the chain to
establish a close partnership, so as to quickly optimize the
allocation of resources and realize the purpose of high-
quality and low-cost supply and demand services for
meeting the diverse needs of customers. Especially, under
the industrial revolution of “German Industry 4.0” and
“Made in China 2025,” enhancing the communication and
information sharing ability of SC system has become an
effective means to improve the efficiency of manufacturing
SC.

Information sharing (IS) is the basis of SC management
[1]. In SC, the utility of IS is to mitigate bullwhip effect,
information distortion, and information risks, thereby im-
proving the SC operations [2]. )rough IS, SC partners can
get a whole picture of their diverse relations, realize long-
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term cooperation, and fully utilize their strengths. )is will
give full play to the competitive advantages of the entire SC
[3].

Nevertheless, many enterprises are reluctant to share
information because information, as a valuable competitive
resource of enterprises, is easily affected by trust constraints,
information circulation channels, limited knowledge shar-
ing, and unreasonable benefit distribution between enter-
prises. )e lack of effective IS among SC partners often
hampers the operating efficiency of the SC [4]. )erefore, IS
in SC has attracted much attention in recent years. IS has a
significant positive impact on partnership in SC, so as to
achieve good operation performance of SC [5]. )e higher
the degree of IS in SC, the higher the level of cooperation in
SC, the higher the demand satisfaction rate, the lower the
total cost of SC, and thus the higher the supply chain op-
eration performance will be [6]. In general, most scholars
believe that IS has a positive impact on SC performance
[7, 8].

Concerning IS mechanism, the existing studies mainly
consider the weakening of bullwhip effect in the SC. IS helps
to reduce uncertainty and enhance trust between SC part-
ners [9]. In a multiechelon SC, the IS between distributors
and manufacturers can lower the inventory level and cost
[10]. Sun and Ma [11] established a demand function model
and found that IS greatly inhibits the bullwhip effect of
products with highly autoregressive prices. To boost the
overall synergy of the SC, effective IS needs to be realized in
addition to the good partnership in the SC [12]. Some studies
have shown that IS has a positive impact on SC performance,
but the degree of the impact varies with assumptions, ex-
ogenous variables, and methods [13, 14]. How IS will im-
prove SC performance is an issue worthy of further
discussion.

)e above analysis shows the importance to clarify the
relationship between IS, SC features, and SC operation
performance. To do it, the paper will first take manufacturers
in China as objects to identify the factors and relations that
affect SC partnership and IS. Specifically, a dynamic model
was adopted to simulate the relationship between IS and SC
performance. )e research results guide enterprises to im-
prove the SC performance by streamlining its relationship
with IS.

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses

2.1. Factors Affecting IS in SC. In the existing research, the
factors affecting IS in SC are summed up as partner trust,
cooperation ability of partners, IS quality, completeness of IS
contents (ISCC), market environment, government policies,
etc. Without considering external macroscopic factors, this
paper holds that IS in SC is mainly affected by ISCC, IS
quality, and partner trust.

2.1.1. ISCC. IS refers to the mode by which an information
owner communicates with stakeholders and works with
them to jointly manage information resources for a specific
purpose in a certain range and period [15].

Ovalle and Marquez [16] categorized IS into product
information, customer demand information, exchange in-
formation, and inventory information. Li and Lin [17]
classified IS contents to three levels: transaction information,
operation information, and strategic information. Ye et al.
[18] divided IS contents into production plan information,
production capacity information, inventory information,
and demand forecast information. Li et al. [19] believed that
the information being shared is used for making production
decisions. )ese studies differ in the understanding of IS
contents in SC.

According to the normal relations in manufacturing SC,
this paper considers the IS in SC as the information flows
about human, material, financial, knowledge, and man-
agement between SC partners, supported by IT. In other
words, the degree of IS can be measured by ISCC in the SC.

2.1.2. IS Quality. IS quality refers to the timeliness, necessity,
and usefulness of IS in collaborative work [20]. )e success
of SC enterprises depends on the accuracy and timeliness of
information provided by partners [21].

Monczka et al. [22] measured IS quality with accuracy,
timeliness, adequacy, and reliability. Wiengarten et al. [23]
identified four dimensions of IS quality: added value, ac-
curacy, relevance, and timeliness. Ye et al. [24] summarized
the aspects of IS quality as accuracy, adequacy, timeliness,
integrity, and reliability. It is apparent that most scholars
equate IS quality with information quality.

)is paper argues that IS quality is mainly about the
quality of information transmission, i.e., the undifferentiated
transmission of information contents. )erefore, IS quality
should be measured by the accuracy, timeliness, and reli-
ability of information.

2.1.3. Partner Trust. Al-Hakim [25] suggested that the ef-
fective IS among organizations depends on trust and
commitment, and IS quality hinges on the level of trust. Li
[26] discovered that the trust and common vision among SC
partners promote IS level and quality. Mao and Jiang [27]
identified trust, channel power, supplier status, and personal
relationship as the behavioral factors affecting IS. Liu and
Wang [28] believed that mutual trust significantly promotes
the IS between enterprises. Paul and McDaniel [29] echoed
that collaboration largely depends on trust to promote the
information and knowledge sharing in the whole team.

Smooth collaboration is crucial to the maintenance of a
harmonious partnership. A better partnership leads to good
information communication between partners, resulting in
in-depth IS. In particular, trust and commitment are im-
portant metrics for the cooperative relationship between SC
enterprises. Hence, this paper regards partnership, trust, and
commitment as key promoters of IS degree.

What effect does these core factors of IS have on the
operation of SC? Most studies believe that IS strategy among
SC members is conducive to the improvement of the overall
profit of SC, can save large costs, alleviate bullwhip effect,
and improve SC performance [30, 31]. )e specific value of
IS to SC would be described below.
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2.2. Impact of IS on SC Integration

2.2.1. SC Integration. Partnership-based integration of re-
sources and relationship structure is the crux of value
creation in SC management [32], and the key to the col-
laboration among SC partners [33]. SC integration means
enterprises collaboratively improve their efficiency and
utility by sharing information and allocating resources,
trying to make proper decisions of products, services, funds,
and management according to the SC relationship structure
[34]. Mentzer et al. [35] treated SC integration as combining
the processes of the entire SC and merging the relations
based on both internal and external resources. )erefore, SC
integration not only fuses the relations and collaboration
resources among all SC partners but also synthetizes deci-
sion-making information to enhance the ability of decision
makers.

)e demand for IS promotes the integration of the SC
system, which in turn accelerates the IS among partners.
)ese two aspects promote each other, but from the per-
spective of mechanism, IS is the prerequisite for realizing SC
integration. For example, Wang et al. [36] analyzed the
collaborative development of service SC from the perspec-
tive of IS and established an effective sharing incentive
model by integrating information flow resources and using
IS platform. Wang and Zong [37] analyzed the IS among
partners on LSSC and constructed a SC information plat-
form for the aim of IS. Obviously, this indicates the logical
relationship between the two dimensions of IS and SC
integration.

2.2.2. IS and SC Integration. To improve technology and
knowledge, enterprises need to model the relationship be-
tween IT capability and corporate performance by ex-
changing information with each other. )e model facilitates
the learning of advanced technical skills from each other and
acquisition of knowledge and skills from the other parties
[38]. From the perspective of industrial cluster, Chen et al.
[39] discussed the IS and cooperative innovation among
enterprises and concluded that IS brings cooperative in-
novation and enhances the corporate competitiveness, that
is, IS promotes the cooperation between enterprises and
suppliers. )erefore, this paper regards IS as a necessary and
sufficient condition for SC integration.

2.2.3. Influencing of IS on SC Performance. SC performance
covers the performance within an enterprise and that of
corporate cooperation. It can be understood as the product/
service quality generated from internal/external resources of
the enterprise and the total value generated through cor-
porate operation [40].

Chen et al. [41] defined the four objectives for the
evaluation of manufacturing SC performance: cost, quality,
delivery, and flexibility. Huang et al. [42] proposed that
demand sharing improves SC efficiency by reducing in-
ventory level and cost. Deng et al. [43] claimed that the IS
among SC partners optimizes inventory management and
minimizes supply error rate. Ji [44] demonstrated that IS

affects the response time, delivery delay, lead time, inventory
turnover, etc., making SC operation more coordinated.
)erefore, IS has a clear impact on SC performance [45].

In short, the positive relationship between IS and SC
performance is generally accepted. Namely, the higher the
degree of IS, the higher the SC performance will be pro-
moted [46]. However, it has also been found that IS is not
always beneficial [47]. For example, Zhang and Chen [48]
found that IS with uncertain demand did not increase the
total revenue, but led to the reduction of the total revenue.
)en, what are the rules of impact of IS on SC performance?
To explore this issue in depth, we will carry out follow-up
studies based on the hypothesis of positive relationship
between the two dimensions.

3. Theoretical Model

IS demand is the premise to promote SC system integration,
which, on the contrary, is the basis of IS. At the same time,
the degree of IS determines the degree of SC integration.

Overall, IS in the SC affects SC performance indirectly
via SC integration. Figure 1 shows our theoretical model for
the indirect influence of IS on SC performance.

As shown in Figure 1, our model depicts the IS between
SC partners in the SC environment, with SC integration and
SC performance as the main variables.)e causality between
the main variables is as follows:

(1) Partner trust in SC is the basic condition for
implementing IS and the constraint of IS coverage
and quality.

(2) SC integration increases with the degree of IS be-
tween SC partners.

(3) Information integration in SC aims to allocate re-
sources effectively and maximize the resource value
in SC through coordinated management of the
complex supply-demand relationships. In return, the
effective resource allocation and value maximization
deepen the information integration in the SC.

(4) High information integration improves SC perfor-
mance. )e better the performance, the greater the
trust and dependence between SC partners.

4. Methodology

4.1. SystemDynamics (SD)3eory. SD is a method for system
simulation analysis based on feedback control theory, with
the aim to solve dynamic problems of the complex system
[49].)e possible solutions are searched for by analyzing the
internal relationship between function structure and dy-
namic behavior of the system, using cybernetics, informa-
tion theory, decision theory, and computer simulation [50].
SD theory was originally used to simulate the survival and
inventory management for enterprises. Over the years, the
theory has been gradually applied to project management,
SC management, learning organization, and corporate
strategy [51].

SD theory has both qualitative and quantitative aspects
[52]. Qualitatively, the theory intends to analyze the problem
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and confirm the research goal and draw the causal feedbacks
of the system. Quantitatively, the theory tries to establish a
system dynamics model and reproduce the system behavior
through simulation. In recent years, more and more at-
tention has been paid to the application of SD modeling in
SCmanagement.)is paper establishes a dynamic model for
the complex relations between SC partners.

4.2.QuestionnaireDesign. Based on the literature review of
[16–47] and three dimensions of Figure 1, we conclude
the indicators of the factors in Figure 1, as shown in
Table 1. So, our questionnaire was designed by analyzing
the above influencing factors. Each item in the ques-
tionnaire was rated by the respondents against a Likert 5-
point scale from very inconsistent to very consistent,
according to the actual situation of their enterprises. )e
respondents are experts from 100 enterprises in the
Yangtze River Delta. A total of 89 valid questionnaires
were obtained. )e reliability and validity analysis of the
data is shown in Table 1.

)e cumulative variance interpretation rate is greater
than 60%, indicating that the extracted three factors can
explain the included indicators. It shows that the setting of
dimensions and indicators is reasonable. At the same time,
reliability and validity tests on valid samples show that
Cronbach’s alpha was 0.893, indicating the variables are
highly reliable. In addition, the Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO)
statistic was 0.853. Overall, the selected variables are proved
reliable and valid.

5. Dynamic Simulation

5.1. Dynamic Modeling of System Flows. In order to explore
the influence relationship between dimensions, this paper
introduces the system dynamics method to construct the
causal relationship of factors. Considering that the com-
monly used software in system dynamics modeling is
Vensim_PLE and Anylogic, Anylogic is more used in dis-
crete events, multiagent simulation, etc. However, Vensim_
PLE can be more widely used in the research field of
informatization influencing factors, specifically reflected in

the application of logistics informatization and enterprise
informatization [53–55]. Venism has a friendly interface and
clear system boundaries to simulate the causality between
factors in a graphical manner. It can write the quantitative
relationship between variables and parameters into the
model in the form of equations.)e SDmodel established on
Venism can clearly illustrate the causality and support
manual editing of equations, providing a desired tool for
economic management research.

System dynamics model is an abstract description of the
real situation. In order to grasp the main influence rela-
tionship of the system, it is assumed that the system is not
affected by other external nonmajor factors. Based on the
influencing factors in Figure 1 and their causality, a Venism-
based model was constructed for IS effects on SC perfor-
mance, which is as shown in Figure 2.

5.2. Variables and Equations. According to the causal re-
lationship between factors and factor analysis, the main path
equations between the influencing factors are as follows:

(1) IS quantity� IS coverage× IS quality× partner
trust× degree of SC integration

(2) Degree of SC integration� 0.82× SIN ((dynamic
resource allocation)× (information deci-
sion)× (network partnership))

(3) SC performance�Cost× consumer satisfaction× -
shared benefits× degree of SC integration

6. Results’ Analysis

6.1. IS Evolution. Figure 3 shows the effects of the three
constituent variables of IS on IS amount.

As shown in Figure 3, the effect of IS gradually appeared
with the growing partner trust, IS coverage, and IS quality, in
the initial phase of IS. Soon, the partner trust surpassed the
critical value, and IS amount rose steadily, despite the os-
cillations of IS coverage and IS quality. )e oscillation range
of IS coverage was similar to that of IS quality in a month.
After 40 days, however, the gap between the two in the
oscillation range gradually widened.

Partner trust

IS 
coverage

IS 
quality

Network
partnership

Information
decision

Dynamic
allocation of

resources

Shared
benefits

Consumer
satisfaction

Cost

SC

SC

SC

SC

IS in SC SC Integration SC performance

Figure 1: )eoretical model for the indirect influence of IS on SC performance.
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With the elapse of time, IS coverage expanded faster to
the maximum than IS quality.)is means a deep and wide IS
contributes to IS quality. However, this is not always the
case. Once the time extended beyond 100 days, IS coverage
and IS quality started to fluctuate in opposite directions.
Perhaps, an excessive IS hinders the improvement of IS quality.

In other words, there should be a limit on IS coverage. Effective
IS should be carried out within a reasonable sharing range.

Under a normal IS environment, IS amount and in-
formation diffusion in the SC reached the best state from 60
days to 80 days. However, IS amount declined deeply, once
IS coverage expanded again.

Table 1: )e validity and reliability.

Item
Factor loadings Variance of

common
factor

Cronbach’α□Factor
1

Factor
2

Factor
3

SC performance
Cost 0.678 0.192 0.269 0.569

0.893

Customer satisfaction 0.746 0.19 0.006 0.593
Shared benefits 0.78 0.151 0.198 0.67

Information sharing
quantity

Information sharing
quality

Accurate information 0.318 0.733 0.107 0.65
Timely information 0.427 0.601 0.288 0.626

Effective decision information 0.654 0.388 0.258 0.645

Information sharing
coverage

Diversified information 0.24 0.64 0.17 0.498
Deepened information content 0.079 0.826 0.132 0.707
Partner trust (cooperation

strategy consistency) 0.721 0.334 0.089 0.639

Integration degree of SC
Dynamic allocation of resources −0.062 0.242 0.852 0.788

Network partnership 0.522 0.105 0.679 0.744
Information decision 0.445 0.195 0.724 0.76

Eigenroot value (before rotation) 5.602 1.16 1.124 —
Cumulative variance interpretation rate (%) (before rotation) 46.686 56.353 65.721 —
Cumulative variance interpretation rate (%) (after rotation) 28.270 48.740 65.721 —

KMO 0.853 —
Bartlett’ test 498.198

df 66
p 0

Deepned information content

Add sharing 
information flow

Diversified 
information

Partner trust

Information 
sharing quality

Asssurance of 
information sharing

Accurate information
Timely information 

Effective decision 
information

Information sharing 
coverage

Information
sharing quantity

SC
performance

Intration degree 
of SC

Network
partnership

Information 
decision

Dynamic allocation 
of resources

Time to decision

Time to allocation

Cost

Customer satisfaction

Shared benefits

Partnershiip 
management

+

+

+
+

+

-

-

+

Figure 2: Venism-based model for IS influences on SC performance.
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6.2. Impact of IS on SC Performance

6.2.1. Impact of SC Integration on SC Performance. To judge
whether IS amount is fully effective for SC performance, this
paper chooses a specific SC integration level higher than the
initial value as a reference to simulate SC performance
(Figure 4).

As shown in Figure 4, SC performance continues to rise
within the first 100 days, as long as IS amount is greater than
zero.)ere are two implications of this trend: First, IS amount
indeed promotes SC performance. Second, IS has a significant
effect on SC performance, when SC integration level is
suitable. )at is, the best SC performance appears under the

compatibility between SC integration and IS. If the SC is
integrated excessively, i.e., surpassing the supporting need of
IS, it would be difficult to optimize the SC performance.

6.2.2. Direct Influence of IS Amount on SC Performance.
Figure 5 compares the indirect and direct effects of IS on SC
performance, with and without mediator variable.

As shown in Figure 5, IS quantity, which changed rather
stably, had a significant improving effect on SC performance.
)is shows that when the integration of the SC system is
consistent with the amount of IS in the chain (i.e., the degree
of IS); even if the degree of IS is no longer increased, the
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effectiveness of IS is still enough to promote the continuous
improvement of SC performance, which further supports
the conclusion in Figure 4. )us, there is a positive corre-
lation SC performance and IS amount. )is correlation
could be mediated by SC integration. SC performance can be
improved most effectively by matching IS with SC
integration.

7. Conclusions

)is paper theoretically analyzes influencing factors of IS in
SC, SC integration and SC performance, and proposes
several hypotheses. On this basis, a dynamics model was
constructed for the IS effects on SC performance, using a SD
modeling software.

)rough model simulation, it is confirmed that IS has a
positive impact on SC performance, and IS could promote SC
performance via SC integration. Note that, during the gen-
eration of SC performance, SC integration serves as a trigger
of the IS’ promoting effect on SC performance.)e higher the
degree of SC integration, the greater the utility of IS. In other
words, SC integration lays the basis and acts as a critical
supporting condition for IS to promote SC performance. )e
positive effect of IS on SC performance persists, as long as the
level of SC integration ensures the best utility of IS.

In addition, it should be noted that the relations among
IS coverage, IS quality, and partner trust are not linear.
When partner trust grows, the influence of the other two
variables on IS amount was relatively consistent in the initial
stage. Moreover, with the elapse of time, the coverage of IS
expanded, while the quality of IS weakened. )is means,
when the trust is unlimited, completely open IS will lead to
inefficient IS quality, which in turn reduces the effective IS
amount. )erefore, it is important to carry out IS within a
reasonable open range to achieve better SC performance.

)e research also has some shortcomings. Due to the
limitations of questionnaire survey, the amount of simu-
lation data in this research is relatively small, and the
simulation results of the overall system dynamics model
should be further improved on the basis of large sample data.
Moreover, the structure of the model is relatively linear, and
the feedback relationship between different variables in the
model should be adjusted to make the structure of the model

closer to reality by considering the dynamic operation en-
vironment of SC.
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